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Ozark trail 12 person tent with lights

The Ozark Route 12-Person Base Camp Tent with Built-in LED Lights has a unique design that maximizes the interior space! This tent features a 92-inch center height and eight mesh windows that offer amazing views. The ambient LED string lights provide ample light and can be customized with low, medium and high settings. The
ceiling and ground vents increase air circulation, making the tent more comfortable. It comfortably fits three queen airbeds or up to 12 campers in sleeping bags on the floor. Keep yourself organized and connected to the large gear organizer, media bag and electric port access. Accommodates 12 with built-in light Ambient LED string lights
powered by universal power bank or 3 D batteries (Batteries not included)Low, medium and high light settingsdetailedDescription:Sleeps 12 with built-in light Ambient LED string lights powered by universal power bank or 3 D batteries (Batteries not included)Low, medium and high light settings Color-coded poles and sleeves for easy
setupUnique sphere design maximize interior space8 Mesh windows with ceiling and ground vents increase the indoor ventilationFits 3 queen airbedsIncludes large gear organizer , media bag &amp; e-portCarry bag includedTent game includedMeasures: 16' x 16'Center height: 92\6-month limited warranty Brand: Ozark TrailAssembled
Product Weight: 49.08 lbManufacturer Part Number: WMT-161692L1Assembled Product Dim trends (L x W x H):192.00 x 192.00 x 92.00 InchesOzark Trail 12-Person Base Camp Tent with Light 565673611 Ozark Trail 12-Person Base Camp Tent with Light is an incredibly affordable freestanding dome structure for summer camping ,
with 8 windows and 2 doors. Ozark Trail 12-Person Base Camp Tent with Light. Key features Fully freestanding. Fiberglass poles. Single-layer structure. 8 Mesh windows. 2 Doors. Integrated LED string. E-cable port. Great wall organizer. Extra long tent. What it's about this 12-person Base Camp Tent is part of their new series that also
includes tents for 9 people and for 6 people, all built in the same style. This is a simple single-room construction with 16 foot diameter. Note that the manufacturer uses the name Ozark Trail 16 x 16 Sphere Tent on their website. If you realize from the photos it's a fully freestanding and dome-style tent, the poles are added from the outside
and you have no extra flying here. So it's a single-layer construction. Also note that this is an incredibly long tent with 92 inches (234 cm) of peak height. You won't find tents on the market for much longer. I included it in my list of very long tents for camping. In fact, to the best of my knowledge, it's the biggest dome-style tent currently
available on the market. I've never seen a bigger dome tent. So I added it to my list of extra large family camping tents. Built-in LED system So this light system is a good bonus bonus You have settings for high, low and medium light, and the system is powered by a Universal Power Bank or batteries. The image below shows the ambient.
Because of this feature, I added it to my list of illuminated tents. Inner views with the lights on. Ozark Trail 16 x 16 Sphere Tent – Who is it for Capacity-wise, the tent is suitable for 12 people, but this number isn't realistic for a real camping because you have no storage area here. But the total floor surface is indeed large, 201 ft² (18,7 m²),
and it gives 16,7 ft² (1,56 m²) per person if used by 12 people. So I'd say it's for a maximum of 6 - 7 people or so if used for camping. But a group of friends on a summer festival or an open-air concert will manage to put 9 pads on the floor. In light of its diameter, it can easily accommodate three queen airbeds. Seasons-wise and climate-
wise, this tent looks like some of these expeditionate tents, but in fact it's not such a tent. What you have here is a summer campsert for quiet weather conditions without much rain. The manufacturer describes it as a 3-season tent, but I wouldn't take it seriously. The structure is with so many poles that cross each other numerous times
and this makes it very strong against the pressure on either side. So it will indeed act well in the event of winds. What's missing here, though, is a full-coverage fly and that will change a lot. As it is, with so many nates and with zippers on numerous windows and doors, this tent should not be used in a rainy area. This tent is so affordable
and it looks really cool so it makes sense to buy an extra tea and put it upstairs as a raindop. You have some pretty tarps from Kelty that would do the job, check out this Kelty Noah's Tarp Sun Shelter, the largest being a 20 x 20 foot square. It won't go all the way to ground because the length of such a half-sphere is about 25 feet, but if
you spread it like a roof and fix with masculinity, it will do the job. Weightwise, with its 49.08 lb (22.3 kg), it is a heavy tent with the Area/ Weight ratio 0.84 m² / kg, but it is not surprising in light of so many poles. You'll see how it stands compared to some other tents in the same size range. One thing's for sure, you don't want to change
your camping spot regularly with such a tent. There are many poles and sleeves here. Materials &amp;amp; Construction The poles There are 10 poles in total here and it is fiberglass. That's why the tent is so heavy. Six of them create the dome and four go around adding to the stability so you have a lot of crossing points. Everything is
color-coded and you have three different colors for the poles and sleeves. The fabric The fabric is polyester and that's pretty much all that by the manufacturer. So it's very disappointing, to say the least. There are no indication of waterproof and as I said above, the rain avoids better. You have mesh and panels on all the windows and
doors. Surprisingly, zips are on all panels and that's what you wouldn't expect in such an affordable tent. But it was a must in light of its dome structure, otherwise panels on the curved windows wouldn't close the space. Color-coded setup. One of the two floor vents. Ventilation This tent has many windows with mesh and panels, but if it
rains you should keep them with panels. So it should rely on vents and you have them here 4 in total, 2 floor vents and 2 ceiling vents, one pair on two opposite sides, one floor vent is shown above. They're with mesh and zip (you need the mesh to raise the Velcro tighter), so it's well done, no objection here at all. This is the light control
unit. Media bag and storage bags. Other features Carry bag included. 26 Steel tent game included. Organizer with media center and various bags is included, see the picture above. Various mesh bags on the walls. Lantern loops on the ceiling. An electric cable port is available near one of the doors. Please see this tent live in this video:
Specifications Type: dome tent, freestanding. Declared capacity: 12 people. Weight: 49.08 lb (22.3 kg). Diameter: 192 in (16 ft; 488 cm). Area: 201 ft² (18.7 m²). Area per person: 16.7 feet² (1.56 m²). Peak height: 92 in (234 cm). Packaged size: 29.1 x 11.4 x 11.4 in (74 x 29 x 29 cm). Warranty: 6-month limited warranty. Ozark Trail 12-
Person Base Camp Tent with Light vs Competitors Of Course, there are no other similar summer camping tents to compare. So I decided to show this tent side by side with two other 12-person tents that also summer camping tents but cabin-style. This can give you an idea of the advantages and disadvantages of the two different styles.
As you realize they're all heavy, but the Core tent is with an immediate setup, and those cabin tents have rooms compared to the one room in the Ozark Trail tent. But the other two are very expensive tents, at least compared to this tent here that is incredibly affordable and worth considering from this point of view. FeaturesCOMPARE
PACKAGE FEATURES Final Thoughts, Rating, Pros and Cons It's easy to get delighted when you see such a structure like this Ozark Route 12-person Base Camp Tent with Light. It's even more so when you see its price. But to make it a reliable tent, it is necessary to add a fly, as I suggested above, a big tear or anything similar will do
the job. So make no mistake comparing its price to some of those expedition or winter tents that look similar in style. I've seen some people do just that, but it's a big mistake. See below how I got it If you need more options in the same size range, go to my list of 12-person tents. Check out this Northwest Area Grand Canyon Canyon if you
want something completely different in the cabin style. Note that this is not a sponsored text and I am not paid by the brand. Please use the comment box below in case of questions or comments. Have a nice day. Ozark Trail is the name that dominates in the camping gears market. The reason is that it provides the quality that the desert
can carry. Ozark Trail has it all sorted out, even for the large families or groups looking for an adventure in the wild. Given these points, shelter is the leading thing. With that in mind, the brand has come up with a range of 12 Person Tents to make enough options available to you according to your need. These variants are cabin tents,
base camp tents, instant tents, dark rest tents and more. Along with additional changes such as Screen Porch, LED lights, 3 rooms etc. So what are you waiting for? Go through this Ozark Route 12 Person Tents Review to find out what's the best match for your need. Ozark Route 12 Person Tents To start with Ozark Trail Tents for 12
Person we know there are enough options to leave you more confused. Ozark designed each tent with different details. Looking for ventilation? They have a tent for you. Looking for tremendous space? They have the exact tent for you. Looking for sturdiness? They got you there too. From Yurt Tents to Instant Tent, up to 2 person tents to
the best big family camping tents, they have it all. Therefore, to make it easier for you to draw the conclusion, we have reviewed all the 12 person tents here one after another. Let's see. Ozark Trail 12 Person Instant Cabin Tent This Ozark Trail 12 Person Cabin Tent set in under 2 minutes. Since this is an instant tent, no hard work of
composition is required of you. You just need to unpack and expand it. It can fit 4 queen size mattresses or 12 Person in the sleeping bag comfortably. Two removable room dividers allow you to split the enormous 20′ X 10' floor into 3 separate rooms. Of course, it contributes more to privacy when you go out with your family or a large
group. For easy access there are two doors in this tent. One in the front and one at the back of the tent. Are you high? Well, no worries. This tent features a height of 80 that leaves enough room for even the highest to roam. 2 oversized vents and extra large windows effectively take care of the ventilation in the tent. Together with a
shadow porch, this tent offers a good view of nature lovers. Rainfly comes with sealed seeds for additional protection from rain. Keep yourself organized and connected with the included two media bags, two storage bags and electrical cord access for all your power needs. The company also gives you a carrying bag with the tent that
helps easy transportation. Specifications Sleep Capacity: 12 Floor Dimensions: 20 feet. x 10 ft. Center Height: 80 in. Tent Type: Instant Tent tents tents Setup time: 2 minutes. Number of rooms: 3 Number of Doors: 2 Ozark Route 12 Person Cabin Tent With Screen Porch Another tent forms the Ozark trail which offers 171.5 square feet of
living space. Features incredible height of 90 where even the highest can comfortably move. Somehow it has 2 rooms with separate D-style doors on the sides for easy access as well as privacy. A sewn room divisor can create 2 rooms and can be rolled back for one large living area. 6 windows and mesh ceiling provide cross-ventilation
while keeping the bugs out. Make it breathtaking enough for 12 people in the tent. In addition, mesh roof offers excellent star viewing opportunities with more ventilation. Coming to the most entertaining part of this tent is the screen porch. It's not only perfect to watch the sun go down or kids to play away from the bugs, but can also be
used as additional storage. There is E-port for convenient electrical cord access. 1 movable hanging media bag holds a tablet for group viewing. It also has hanging organizers and bags for a convenient storage of small, lightweight items to keep you organized. Lantern loops are there for easy access. Removable fly with tapered nate
helps in weather protection. Specifications Sleep Capacity: 12 Floor Dimensions: 12.3 feet. x 18.5 ft. Center Height: 90 in. Tent Type: Cabin Tents Average Essay Time for 2 people: 20 minute Number of rooms: 2 Number of doors: 2 Carrying Weight: 37.58 lbs Ozark Trail 12 Person 3 Room Instant Cabin Tent With Screenroom Talk about
innovation with perfect engineering, this tent has it all. Y-shaped Ozark Trail 12 Person 3 Room Instant Cabin Tent With Screenroom looks like a great task to set up, doesn't it? But this tent gets up in less than two minutes. Moreover, requires no meeting as poles come pre-attached to the tent. Just unpacking, unfolding, expanding. It can
fit 3 queen-size mattresses or 12. This 20′ x 18′ tent allows you to have 3 rooms with room particles with 3 separate doors for easy outdoor access along with privacy. Error-free screen porch can be used as the third room. 8 large windows offer not only panoramic views, but also excellent ventilation. Windows can be completely closed to
avoid rain and for privacy. While six gear bags help keep your gear organized. There is electrical cord access for power needs. Fully typed factory-sealed sealed seeds with rainy assists in leak protection. Specifications Sleep Capacity: 12 Floor Dimensions: 20′ x 18′ Center Height: 76 in. Tent Type: Instant Cabin Tents Average Setup
Time: 2 minute Number of rooms: 3 Number of doors: 3- one for each room Ozark Trail 12-person 3-room Instant Cabin tent... Set in under 2 minutes Sleeps 12 No Meeting Required: Poles... Measures: 20' x 18' Construction: polyester and steel Center... 3-Room Tent 2 divisors included Fully Typed Factory-Sealed... 10 fully windows
Functions 3 entry doors: 1 for each room... Rainfly Included Carry Bag Included 17 Tent Game Included, Made... Ozark Trail Hazel Creek 12 Person Family Home Tent Wants to Go Camping, but Feel Like Home? Ozark Trail Hazel Creek 12 Person Tent is exactly the for you. This tent is an excellent choice for first-time campers. This tent
offers plenty of main room for a comfortable experience and can accommodate up to 12 adult campers. It also features a seam-typed rain for better weather protection to keep warm, dry and protected in all the climatic conditions. There are large mesh windows to keep the tent ventilated and to allow a cool breeze inside during the hot
summer nights. Seam-typed rain for better weather protection. This tent includes a hanging media sleeve that supports most tablet sizes and power port to perform an electrical cord in the tent for power needs. This tent won't make you feel home sick. Specifications Sleep Capacity: 12 Tent Type: Cabin Tents Assemble Product Weight: 81
lbs Spacious, Quick and Easy to Set Up Ozark Trail Hazel... Great for camping &amp; Backyard use. Easy to set up. Fun for Beginner and Experienced Campers, kids will love it too.... Large vestibule for gear, with indoor and outdoor access.... Media sleeve for displaying devices, built-in... Construction: Polyester, Fiberglass Frame Poles
Ozark Trail 12 Person Half Dark Rest Cabin Tent Ozark Trail Dark Rest 12 Person Tent is exactly what you need for sunny areas. This tent features an Innovative Dark Rest technology that blocks sunlight to help you stay cooler. In addition, it is ideal for someone who needs the complete darkness to sleep longer during the day. The built-
in room diver allows you to enjoy the light on one side, while the other side remains dark for rest. Multiple skylights with indoor ceiling panels allow you to adjust the light, and furthermore can be driven back for stargazing or extra interior illumination. This 14′ x 12′ tent can fit 4 queen size mattresses or can accommodate 12 campers in
sleeping bags at a time. However, it only features 2 room layout. The 84 gives enough amount of headroom to move comfortably around the tent, The cabin-style tent features seven large windows for great views of the outdoors as well as added ventilation. Together with soil vents for improved air circulation. It has 2 bags to keep you well
organized and handy. Electric port access for power needs. Need complete dark to sleep? This is it. Specifications Sleeping Capacity: 12 Floor Dimensions: 14′ x 12′ Center Height: 84 in. Tent Type: Cabin Tents Average Essay Time: 2 Minute Number of Rooms: 2 Assemble Product Weight: 36.41 oz Ozark Route 12 Person Sphere Tent
This tent is built in such a way that she design maximizes the interior space. Ozark Trail 16′ x 16′ Sphere Tent can sleep 12 people at a time or can 3 queen-size mattresses. This tent features a 92-inch center height that offers a good headroom. It has 8 large mesh windows for amazing outdoor views. The upper and soil vents improve air
circulation which makes the tent more comfortable. Ample interior space includes 4 bags, 2 hanging organizers to keep your organized and electric port access for power supply in the tent. Includes a carrying bag for easy transportation. Specifications Sleep Capacity: 12 Floor Dimensions: 16′ X 16′ Center Height: 92 in. Tent Type: Dome
Tents Assemble product weight: 48.33 lbs Ozark Trail 12 Person Base Camp Tent with LED Lights Coming to the Ozark Route 12 Person Base Camp Tent Review, this tent features LED lights. The ambient LED string lights to provide enough light and can be customized with low, medium, and high settings according to the requirement.
These lights are powered by universal power bank or 3 D batteries. Batteries, however, are not included in the tent. The tent is large enough to fit 3 queen-size beds or up to 12 campers in sleeping bags on the floor. It features 8 mesh windows in addition to oversized ceiling and ground vents for extra air circulation. Getting the well-
organized as well as easy to reach Ozark included large gear organizer, media bag and electric port access for electric supply in the tent. Specifications Sleeping Capacity: 12 Floor Dimensions: 16′ X 16′ Center Height: 92 in. Tent Type: Dome Tents Assemble Product Weight: 49.08 lbs Questions What is the dimension of the front screen
room in the Ozark Trail Dark Rest Tent? The dimension of the screenroom is half that of the entire tent. About 7'x12'. Does the Ozark Base Camp with LEDs include batteries? No. This does not include batteries. Does Ozark Trail Tent come with Screen Porch with a cover for the ceiling? Yes, it does. What is the dimension of each room in
Ozark Trail 3 room instant cabin tent with screen porch? The dimension of each room is 8′ X 7'. 7′.
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